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The New Alternative for Signature Players
Nottwil/Switzerland – The renowned cymbal maker Paiste announces the launch of the Signature «Precision».
The new series is created using Paiste’s proprietary Signature Alloy, and features the typical hallmarks of Paiste’s
original Signature sound - brightness, fullness, strong presence and projection, with brilliant musicality. A
particular quality of the Signature «Precision» is its clean and focused character in combination with a very
articulate, straight-ahead sound.
The finish of Signature «Precision» purposely follows the tradition established by the original Signature series.
Fans of the original Signature sound, look and feel will thus find these cymbals a compelling choice for their cymbal sets.
«The goal for the Signature ‘Precision’ was to create a more affordable Signature sound. We specifically
researched and designed the manufacturing process to achieve that goal. Part of the success of this project is the
incredible sound potency that already exists within the Signature Alloy», explains Erik Paiste, the cymbal maker’s
CEO.
The 14” Hi-Hat features a clear, defined response, a strong open sound, and is suitable for an enormous range
of musical styles and applications. With a bit more sharpness and an intense chick sound, the 14” Sound Edge
Hi-Hat offers the typical sound characteristics of Paiste’s wavy bottom cymbal innovation.
The 20” Ride distinguishes itself with a delicate, brilliant and separated stock definition over a rich, yet
controllable wash, which makes it the perfect all-purpose ride. In louder settings the 22” Heavy Ride does extra
duty thanks to its penetrating ping and the powerful bell.
The precise attack of the 16”, 17” and 18” Crashes develops into an explosive, bright crash sound with rich
fullness. These cymbals fulfill the demands of drummers in varied styles on stage and in the studio. The rich and
warm 16” and 18” Thin Crashes are predominantly suitable for gentle to medium applications.
The 10” Splash and the 18” China complete the Signature «Precision» assortment with exciting and versatile
effect sounds.
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